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NEWS
For real news (seriously) see page 8,
also knows as the Serious Page, which
takes the place of the Camel Fun Page
this week.
VOLUME XXIX • NUMBER J7
PUBLISHED WEAKL.YBY THE STUDENTS OF CONNECTICUT COllEGE
SPORTS
The Conn College sports teams contin-
ued their amazing runs, as three more
squads won national titles this week,
bringing the year's total to II. See page
10.
A&E
Check out the exciting preview of the
Wicked Awesome New Kids On Tbe
Block reunion tour. See page 4 for an
exclusive interview with the New Kids.
First Class
U.S. Postage
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Connecticut College Announces Merger With USCGA
By MARIo AND LUIGI
EDITOR-IN,CHlEF AND NEWS EDITOR
The administrations of both
institutions announced earlier this
week their plans to merge, thereby
forming the new Connecticut
College Coast Guard Academy,
known as CCCGA, which will
bridge both sides of Route 32.
Complaints or concerns about this
issue can be addressed to the SGA,
which may be consoling but entirely
ineffective, seeing as they have no
effect on the proceedings of the
school despite the so-called" shared
governance. II
Herman Grainstein, spokesper-
son for Conn, commented on the
decision: "I'm not sure why it took
us so long to come up with this bril-
liant idea. II Because there is an
inherent gender difference between
the two institutions, the plan will
balance out the gender ratios of both
schools. An anonymous female
Camel said she was thrilled at the
prospect of dating" guys who actual-
ly have muscles."
Coasties seemed excited about
the plan too. "I think it's a great
opportunity to finally join with our
brethren," an anonymous first-year
cadet said. "It'll also be nice to be
able to see a girl around on campus,
no longer having to go to the Groton
roller rink:to meet girls."
Another exciting aspect of the
merger is that CCCGA will now
boast a football team, thereby risk-
ing Conn's undefeated status.
Additional new sports available to
Conn students will be push-up
marathons, target practice, and sub-
marine racing. Both schools' admin-
istrations hope the merger will
increase the overall physical
strength and stamina of the student
population.
Another added benefit of the
merger will be to raise the average
height of the notoriously short Conn
population by approximately 4.5
inches. Additionally, the common
scruffy appearance of male Camels
will be banned, since the buzz cut
rule will be strictly enforced to
encourage the blatant display of
every oddly shaped head.
Conversely, the addition -of Conn
females to the Coast Guard popula-
tion will hope to reinforce feminine
characteristics and decrease
Coastie's desperate desire for female
contact.
The new institution will also be
hopefully ranked higher by "U.S.
News and World Report" because
the Coast Guard has 4000 applicants
for a class size of 300, thereby
decreasing overall admission rates.
Conn's administration' hopes this
characteristic will prevent their
ranking from continuing drop closer
to the forbidden status of second tier
After 94 years of independent existence, Connecticut College will merge with its neighbor from across Route 32, the USCGA.(Cryan)
colleges. A press release by the
Office of Admissions said, "We
hope that this merger will benefit
our falling statistical representa-
tion."
The merger will prove to be a
transition for Conn students, as the
new CCCGA institution will have a
uniform, in keeping with the Coastie
tradition. The uniform attempts to
infuse traits of both institutions.
Specifically, it will include the
coastie hat, a pink or white popped
polo shirt, and boots. On weekends
students will be subject to a more
relaxed dress code, which allows for
any article of J. Crew or Banana
Republic clothing.
Conn students will also be sub-
jected to condensed Coast Guard
orientation, tentatively including the
Etiquette Training program, com-
posed of courses on Personal
Correspondence; Table Etiquette,
Pride in Uniform, Common
Courtesies, Receiving Lines, and
Military Protocol. Basically, the les-
sons will enforce the strict policy of
no fun whatsoever. The athletic
requirements of the former service
academy will be upheld as well,
subjecting fat Camels to the goal of
a IS minute mile. Walking at all
hours will be highly encouraged,
and driving across campus will be
forbidden.
At the same time Conn students
are adapting to CGA traditions,
Coasties will undergo courses at
Conn regarding how to coordinate a
designer outfit, drive a luxury sedan,
win beirut, and how to generally flirt
with girls.
The social life of the new merg-
er will try to appease both groups of
students. Friday nights will no
longer be "recovery nights" and
therefore achieve a status equal to
Thursdays and Saturdays at Conn.
continued on page 3
New "Safe Space" Created for Campus Repu6licans .Facebook Mania: Student
Suffers Facebook-
Related Breakdown
President Painstein's Williams Street residence loin become the newest CC safe space. (Pace)
By MANNY ORTEZ
BY ERIC CARTMAN
FAT-Ass
Administrators were baffled last
week when the campus internet and
e-mail servers both functioned for
more than 12 consecutive hours. The
surprise came at a time when the
College has been hampered for
many years with campus-wide inter-
net connectivity problems.
IIWe here at Information
Services don't know quite what to
make of it/ a spokesperson for I.S.
said. "I guess we finally caught a
break."
The Information Services
department has long been known for
lacking adequate on-call technicians
to address server problems when
they occur. It was not uncommon
d .ng the past twolfcademic years
NEWS EDITOR
for students to experience problems
connecting to the internet or logging
into their college e-mail account,
often being forced to deal with the
problem for several days.
The College managed to find the
funds to upgrade the entire campus
network last summer in the hopes of
ending the internet crisis. H~wever,
ever since this past academIc year
began in August, many students
have been reporting the same prob-
lems that occurred before the net-
work was upgraded. . "
lilt's completely judicrous,
Judith Mandlestein '07 said. "My
parents pay $40,000 a year for me to
hand I can't even go a weekgo ere, . II
without losing internet servIce.
Brendan Mayson '06 also shared
d ' frustration about the inter-stu ents
bl "I could understandnet pro ~s.
call a 'traditionally oppressed minority' at Connecticut College," Massey
said. According to Massey, the creation of the safe space was an acknowl-
edgment of all minorities' need to have a place where they can go without
having to interact with the population at large. Studies show that the effects
can be traumatic when minorities are forced to integrate into society as a
whole.
The College plans to have the safe space open next year, and with
President Fainstein's departure, will be located in the house he currently
occupies. According to MDEC's plan, the safe space will be lavishly
appointed with two high-definition televisions, leather couches, and even
bingo equipment and a shuffleboard court. Predictably, Republicans on cam-
pus are reacting positively to the news that they too will now have a safe
space.
"We've been asking for this for a long time now," said Christopher
Devine '06, a member of the College Republicans. "The College
Republicans raised questions about this issue months ago, and as a club we
are pleased that the College has decided to hear our voice and give us a seat
at the table. This is an integral step in the unpacking of the College's invis-
ible knapsack."
Not all students, however, are pleased with MDEC's decision to create a
second safe space. As is to be expected in a controversy such as this one,
politics has become part of the discussion. One of the principal complaints
against the new safe space is that its creation will make the College appear
to be endorsing the policies of President George W. Bush. This contention
was addressed by Massey, who noted that "although we have created a safe
space for Republicans, the College's official position will remain that
President Bush is downright evil. No action taken by the College should be
construed to be an endorsement, acceptance or tolerance of the current
administration. II
Even if the Republicans' safe space has generated mixed feelings, it
appears that the College's plan to grant every ethnic, sexual and religious
continued on page 3
having a few glitches in the system
now and then, but the fact that this
has been a consistent problem does-
n't make sense. With today's tech-
nology, you would think the College
could provide internet service with-
out experiencing any recurring
issues."
Information Services has been
struggling with finding a solution to
the problem since the upgraded net-
works were installed, which were
believed to solve all the campus
server problems. A press release by
Information Services earlier this
semester stated, IIWe are not quite
sure what the problem has been.
There seems to be no reasonable
explanation for it. At this point,
we're basically taking it on a day-to-
day basis, hoping something good
happens d
The press release also noted that
the problem could more easily be
solved if there was more adequate
staffing for the technical level.
Connecticut College has a severely
low number of network technicians
compared to its peer institutions.
"The College does not have a
large number of full-time techni-
cians who are constantly on call, It
the press release stated. !IAs a result,
[Information Services] either has to
rely on students or the abilities of
only one or two trained staff mem-
bers at times to address the prob-
lems, which is simply not efficient."
Between the hours of II a.m.
and II p.m. last Friday, the internet
and e-mail networks allover campus
functioned continuously, without
ontinued on page 3
Jordan Smith (2006), in one of hundreds of pictures she tookfor thefacebook. (Rightowitz)
BY JULIA R1GHTOWTn
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Last Friday night, Connecticut
College Junior Jordan Smith
slammed the door to her room. The
door didn't open until Sunday night,
when friends of Smith realized that
they badn't seen her for two days.
When Katy Joyce, Haley
Brewster, and John King stepped
into Smith's room, what they found
shocked them.
"The room looked like it had
been ransacked," stated Brewster.
"'rhere were papers and books all
over the place. Her computer was
smashed to pieces on the desk.
Jordan was sitting in a fetal position
staring blankly out the window. We
were scared."
The group tried to talk to Jordan
but she wouldn't respond.
"We called the health center and
the nurse said to take her in right
away," explained Joyce. "It took a
while just to get her to stand up. She
didn't speak or respond to us: she
just sucked her thumb the entire
walk to the infirmary."
After days of psychiatric coun-
seling, doctors determined that
Jordan had in fact suffered a nervous
breakdown. The cause of the break-
down: thefacebook.com.
The facebook phenomenon start-
ed for Ivy League Universities last
academic year, but spun to unprece-
dented heights in August 2004 when
membership expanded to include
hundreds of universities. The face-
book empowers members to create
personal web-based profiles that can
be accessed by other people who
know what's hot and are members of
thefacebook. Profiles allow mem-
bers to post the hottest pictures of
themselves, or themselves with their
current boyfriend or girlfriend. One
student told The Voice, "I posted a
picture of me and my boyfriend
because I wasn't 'successful' with
the opposite sex in high school and ~
want my high school peers to know
that I have a boyfriend at college."
co tinued on pagf 9
This Tuesday, Trudy Massey, chairwoman of the Multiculturalism and
Diversity Enforcement Cormnitlee (MDEC) announced the creation of
Connecticut College's second safe space. Coming on the heels of the 2004
dedication of a safe space for "studentsof color, II the new safe space will be
used as a refuge for the College's small Republican population. It is hoped
that the safe space will provide a comforting location for Republican stu-
dents to engage in their activities of choice, including charades, square-
dancing, and Monopoly.
"[MDEC] recognizes that Republicans and conservatives are what we
Internet Functions for 1\velveConsecutive Hours
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EDITORIAL&OPINION
The College Voice Look Around.
~:~~~:~:~::,~~~~~~~:~,:..~::~~,~:~~ See a[[ those
Thursday nights, but instead wishes to discus how The College Voice is the most rnisunderappreciated student-run
club on campus and how we the editors indeed wanted to rectify that of the student bodies view by clearly stating fi c. '}
all, thai we have done for it through our issues that are pubished weekly. The Voice isn't even adequatly funded by resrlmenr
the SGA and hence has to rely on ads to get enough money for its issues to come out. Morover, the Voice has been
force to strike up a deal with The Day to print about usually 12 issues a semester. J
Students spend numerous hours a week writing and editing articles and laying out the paper for the upcoming 63o~of Ih I AI WI-II
Il- issue. It tries to represent the views of as many people as it can on campus and publicize important ongoings oncam- 0
pus even if the editors and staff writers don't want to. I mean, do you really think anyone want to cover a story each
week on the women's basketball team constanty loseing or on some commrnittee with a huge and incoherent abbre-
viation meeting and making some changes that don't even represent the student body's or SGA's opinions. These
efforts, however, is often overlookd by the student body who often shoves the papers in the hall or throws it out with-
out even looking at them.
, Part of the complaint people have against The Voice is that the writers are incomptent and really don't even know
what they're doing. But let me tell you, though we may not be all English majors, we can stil write well and report
a wide range of news, even if it's bad news (like the women's basketball team constantly losing) and offer insight-
ful.insights into important issues on campus and for op-ed articles, in the world. In fact, maybe you shoud come and
see how we operate to get a beter sense of us and what we do here instead of sitting around in your room on face-
book or doing who knows what and not contributing to the campus community, which we are doing by being involv-
ing and ttying to better inform the campus communittty .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· .••••••
t ~•••••••••••••••••· '•••••••••••· ,•.tl'
•••••••••••·••••
Do you care about anything?
No, you're a CC student.
"Voice" your opinions write a
letter to the Editor.
send to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
••••
POLICIES
ADVERTISEMEl'ITS
The College Voice is an open forum. The opin-
ions expressed by individual advertisers are
their Own. In no way does The College Voice
endorse the views expressed by individual
advertisers. The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems to be libelous,. an incitement to
Violence, or personally damaging. Ad rates are
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
Manager, Ashley Kenerson. The College Voice
reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content
approval. The final deadline for advertising is
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publi-
cation.
LEITERS TO TIlE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any sub-
mission. Letters should be single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification. Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Box4970 • OFFICE (860) 439-2812
E-MAIL: ccvoice@conncoll.edu
EDITORS-IN-CHIEFI
NICK IYENGARI
. , ,
NEWS EDITORS JULIA LEFKowm .
THOMAS McEvoy RACHEL GAINES,
i i
AssOCLU'E NEWS EDITOR BUSINESS MANAGER
ELIZABETIf GREENMAN AuISON GLASSMAN
•
I SPORTS EDITORS PHOTO EDITORS
I PETER STERLING DERYL PACE
, STEVE STRAUSS
•
AssocLU'E PHOTO EDITOR
A&E EDITORS - -
AssOCLU'E A&E EDITOR 
PAUL DRYDEN
HE AD COPY EDITORS 
JE SS COMRAS
AMy LEE
SARA MUEHLBAUER 
ME LISSA PEAsE
••
LIZ CRYAN,
'{; ~ :..
NOTuse drugs
while al Conn.*
Dear Editor,
"Freshman August 2004 Survey
Brought to you by the Peer Educators
....................................................................................................................
i LEITERS TO THE EDITOR :.
, ,-._---_ •..._ •.....•.•.•...•.•...•.•.•...•.....•.•.•.•.•...........•.•.•...........•.•-.•_- ---- _ ..-_ ..
Women's Basketball Team Commends The Voice
•
for Fair and Balanced Iournalism
The women's basketball team would like to heartily thank the Voice for its continued balanced reporting on our
team's season. Gerald Wols is perhaps the greatest journalist the human race has yet produced. We love his vivid
descriptions of our sweaty muscles glistening in the bright lights of Luce Fieldhouse. You guys are the best, and
we hope that you live long and prosper.
-Sincerely,
The Lady Camels
•
$$ Do you like money? $$
The Voice no longer needs a
business manager to handle
our finances.
You'z outta luck, sucka.
If you're interested, tough
cookies.
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
, II
,
,
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NEWS AND FEATURES
"Old Plex" Secedes Top 10 NOTABLE INCIDENTSEXPERIENCD So FAR IN VIETNAM
YONI FREEMAN • OccUPIED TERRITORY
JIy LIzzy GREEN1IAM
because they may be slightly dilapi;
dated and in a couple of decades
need of renovations. that does not
mean that these dorms should be vir-
tually ignored by most people on
this campus. In a pluralistic commu-
nity people should value all parts of
the campus equally."
Since the first housefellow meet-
ing of the academic year, Fleet and
Malebranche were determined to
alter the image of the Old Plex. With
the help of the other housefellows,
they wanted to rid the stereotype of
it as extremely dated and raunchy in
character.
"We felt that with the support of
other dorms, we could better our
image, II Fleet said.
At every meeting, nonetheless,
Fleet and Malebranche's concerns
were brushed off and labeled as a
trivial concern in light of the other
issues on the agenda. A housefellow
who wished to remain anonymous
said, "These [housefellow] meetings
are not the appropriate forum for
discussing how bad a dorm is. I
mean, you don't see Laz complain-
ing." Another housefellow added,
"With all the bad stereotypes TNE's
have been receiving, we have a lot
more important things to worry
about. II
Infuriated by being constantly
ignored, Fleet and Malebranche
decided that their only available
solution was to break from the
College. "This is the only viable
solution from a bunch of elitist
bureaucrats who refused to hear OUf
plea," Fleet said. "The College pro-
claims shared governance yet won't
hear us out on an important issue of
justice and equity. II
VOICE LACKEY 10. ArgUing with a
motorbike man for fif-
teen cninutes thinkih ,ng
e was one of those
taxis '1' unn I figured
out he wasn't really a
taxi,. but Some guy
waltmg for his girl-
friend on the side of
street.
sitting outside with them, while practicing
Vietnamese. At one point, I asked if they had any
pets. One of them said he had a dog. So I asked
him what he called his dog. However, instead of
asking "What is your dog's name?" 1 asked,
"What is your name, dog?"
4. Riding on the back of my friend's bicycle
through the streets of Hanoi, and then having
trouble walking after experiencing an uncomfort-
able seating arrangement and bumpy roads for
over an hour.
The housefellows of Hamilton
and Marshall shocked the cam
comm . pus
uruty when they announced
the secessIOn of their doons from th
• College. The armouncement came a~
the weekly housefellows' meeting
on Thursday.
The break from the College is
the result of ongoing frustration
from the housefellows of what is
COmmonly referred to as the "Old
Plex." Hamilton Housefellow Sarah
Fleet and Marshall Housefellow Joel
Malebtanche have long expressed
then aggravation at the weekly
meetmgs with how the majority of
the student body views their respec-
tive dorms, and those dwelling with-
m. Their concern, however had con-
sistently been laughed orf by all
other bousefellows as irrelevant to
the meetings' discussions.
As a result, Fleet and
Malebranche have officially broken
their dorms away from the College,
which they say does not deserve to
be part of these dorms if it cannot
even respect them. They call their
action a "crusade for Old Plex
respect. "
"[Sarah and I] are just disgusted
with the bias that pervades the cam-
pus with regards to our dorms,"
Malebranche said. "Nobody here
acknowledges that [the siudents in
these dorms] are normal people who
simply like the atmosphere of these
dorms. There's nothing wrong with
them for having those feelings. "
Sarah Fleet was more concerned
with how the campus community
views the dorms themselves. "Just
3. Asking for chopsticks in Vietnamese at a
restaurant and instead getting a tiny fork. Getting
a large spoon placed in front of me after the wail-
er noticed my eating of the rice with my chOp-
sticks. It seems they didn't like my slow eating sr
the rice (though I didn't think I was slow).
7. While haggling at an electronics shop I cnis-
takenly asked for a higher price. Additionally, at
another shop while typing an offer on a calculator
instead of writing 100,000 I wrote 1,000,000 and
said it was my final price. The vendor kept smil-
ing and said ok ... ok. Then I figured out my mis-
take and then had to backtrack on what I just
offered.
9. Getting locked out of the room ft I .
. fri d' a er osmgmy key m a nen s room late at night A fi I
ins In fhr .At tirsttried getting m tough the bathroom . d
. Win ow
using a chair and a borrowed mattress to climb
on; ~oweve.r, this was t~o dangerous, so I just sat
outside until 6AM. Dunng that time I dozed ff
. k:l '0
twice, but qUIC y woke up because of rats
strolling around and other bugs. The reason I
waited until early in the morning was that there
were guard dogs running about at the entrance
and getting to the gatehouse cnight have been a lit-
tle noisy.
2. Going to a restaurant that had no English
menu and having 5 Vietnamese waiters and wait-
resses stand around me trying to tell me what was
without meat. In the end, all I got was bowl of
plain tofu.
6. I sarcastically asked about the price of an
item in a shop, like the guy's calculator, but then
I got a price and had to ward off an eager vendor.
1. Getting lost at a Hanoi lake and then going
5. I had had my weight taken on one of those into a lakeside building to ask for directions. We
vendor-scales on the side of the street. There was- didn't get any directions, but we were asked if we
n't anything funny about my weight, though pay- had an appointment. The house itself had a small
ing for it was weird. living room at the doorway with women sittlrlg
8. Meeting some people at a museum and then around, if you get my take.
NEW "SAFE SPACE" CREATED FOR REpUBLICANS; "SWELL," SAYS CONSERVA1'IVECOMMUNITY
continued from page 3
minority a safe space of their own is chugging along smoothly. While some
feathers have been ruffled, most students seem to appreciate the safe space,
for one reason or another.
"Face it," said Aaron Schwarz '08. "Even if, in principle, we liberals
oppose the Republicans getting a safe space, we hope they will hang out
over there all the time. That way, we'll see less of them on campus."
Whatever the opinions of the rest of the student body, Republicans here
at Conn feel as though they have been given a helping hand.
INTERNET FUNCTIONS FOR SCHOOL-RECORD 12 CONSECU1'IVE HOURS; AUTHORI1'IES BAFFLED
"Republicans used to preach rugged individualism and a do-it-yourself
attitude," said Chet Hartnett '07. "However, at Conn College I've come to
realize that anything Ican do, the administration can do better. Other mem-
bers of the College Republicans agreed with Hartnett.
"It feels great to know that after a long day of exploiting the proletariat,
I can go somewhere were people understand me," said Orrin Clatter '06.
tilt's a wonderful relief to be able to relax, have a few cocktails and discuss
the Asian bond market in a peaceful, secure environment free of liberals. II
continued from page 3
any problems. Such an extended period of time of
internet and e-mail connectivity has not been
experienced in years at the College. "We were
overwhelmed, shocked, and ecstatic, all at the
same time, II the spokesperson for Information
Services said. IIWe have no reason why this hap-
pened, but obviously we'll be looking more into
the situation to find any trends for solving prob-
lems in the future. II
Students were overjoyed with the experience
of having a functional internet service for most of
the day. lilt was such a good feeling," Amanda
Alabre '07 said. "Nothing beats uninterrupted
AIM conversations with campus friends. It
Other students were still skeptical about the
run of good fortune. Adam Ferrel '06 said, "Like
whenever we get the internet back after another
problem, I figured I would become disconnected
soon. I couldn't even enjoy myself during the 12
non-stop hours the internet functioned because I
was too busy worrying about when it was going to
stop functioning again. II
The College's luck did run out, though, after a
record of 12 hours and 38 cninutes of uninterrupt-
ed internet and e-mail service. Since then, the
internet and e-mail servers have resumed their
intermittent connectivity.
"Quite frankly, I feel a little more comfortable
now that things are back to the way they used (0
be," said Timmy Chang, an I.S. technician.
"Those 12 hours were weird because it was so
unusual and unexpected that the universe almost
seemed to be in disorder. Ironically, with the
problems having resumed, it almost seems like
things are back in order at Conn, 1I
Connecticut College Announces Surprise Merger With USCGA; CCCGA Is Born
continued from page 3 Finally, the new mascot for the CCCGA will combine both the previou .
mascots of the Conn Coli camel and eGA bear into a bear with two humps.
Go Beannels!!Moreover, the tradition of Floralia will be combined with the privilege of
having kegs on top of submarines.
A Juris Doctorate degree puts you
ahead of the competition.
A Juris Doctorate from MSLaffords you the
freedom of that competitive advantage
without the worries that others suffer
behind a mountain of debt.
have NEVER
used pot, arnpheta-
rrunes, cocaine
or other illegal drugs *
Interested? Come
check us out:
Massachusetts schoor of Law
, '
Woodland Park, 500 Federal Street, Andover, MA 0.1810
(978) 681-0800 www.MSLaw.edu
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
~-----
,
I A TT.E NTION
mSTORY MAJORS
The Graduate Program in History at Providence
College invites you to consider its graduate pro-
gram leading to an M.A. in American or Modern
European History.
Highly respected for its quality faculty and high
program standards-yet competitively afford-
able-the program offers a wide selection of
courses and seminars in American and Modern
European History as well as courses in Asian, Me-
dieval, Irish, and Middle Eastern History.
Sponsored by the Peer Educators
• October 2003 Connecticut College CORE Survey = 88%
Whetber your career focus is on education, law,
government, museums, busin~ss~r a number ~f
other possibllities-the M,A, III History at Provi-
dence College will help yon to achieve that goal. The Voice is actively seeking
News WritersTo receive information about our graduate pro-gram, please call the History Office. at (401) 865-
2193 or e-mail me at pomalIey@proVldeucc.edu.
Dr. Paul F. O'Malley, Director
Call x 2812
"
mil" iii iiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiii-.-. ......__ IIIIIiII __ .. iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiii:iii:;;;=====--- _-- ---F
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Not So New Kids Have the Right Stuff
BY DEBBIE G.
No SPRING CHICKEN
In 1994, the music
industry saw the biggest
disappointment since John
Lennon was shot. It was
the year New Kids on the
Block broke up. Tears
were shed, pleas were
made, but nothing could
convince Donny, Jordan,
Jon, Danny, and Lil' Joe to
hang tough for the fans.
"Yo, we wasn't abouts
to do whateva some
screamin lO-years-old
girlie tells us to do.
Damn!" said band
spokesman and token bad-
boy Donnie Wahlberg in a
1995 interview with
TigerBeat. To that, band
member Danny Wood
added. "Word."
Since then, a lot has
changed. Jordan Knight
put out that single that was
on TRL for a while, LiJ'
Joe (who now goes by
Joey McIntyre) also' has a
mediocre solo career, and
Donnie Walhberg is a crit-
ically acclaimed actor who
appeared as that crazy guy
at the beginning of The
Sixth Sense. The other two
New Kids have most like-
ly been sitting in their
basements eating Easy
Mac off of platinum
records. When asked to
comment on what they
have been doing for the
past II years, Danny and
Jon had no comment.
But the star-struck 11-
year-old girl about which
the boys talked in
TIgerBeat hasn't changed
much: she's now 22 and
still wants her bubble-gum
pop and neon scrunchies.
While scrunchies unfortu-
nately have fallen to the
wayside, lucky for her and
all fans of quality music,
New Kids are hookiog up
again and hitting the road
for their Wicked Awesome
Tour, sponsored by Enzyte
natural male enhance-
ment. "It takes a lot of
balls to be the faces of
erectile dysfunction,"
jokes Enzyte spokesman
Seamus O'Leary. "These
guys definitely have that."
The collaboration was
born last year when Jordan
Knight returned to his
hometown of Boston for a
Red Sox-Yankees game at
Fenway Park. "Seamus
was like, wicked drunk
and passed out in front of
me in the bleachers. He
was about to get hit in tbe
face by a killer horne run
that Manny hit, so I just
shoved him out of his seat
to protect him. 1 just
dragged him over to get
some water and when he
come to he freaked out
because I mean, I'm
Jordan Knight, ya know?"
Seamus added. "I was so
grateful; I told Jordan I
would do anything to
repay him. Of course, I
was drunk, so I didn't
know what 1was saying."
But Jordan took
advantage and secured a
contract, declaring that
Enzyte would fund a US
tour before O'Leary could
realize what he had done.
The next moming, Knight
held the contract in front
of his face and simply
asked, "How ya like them
apples?"
I-WANNABE A-JEDI
While there is no new
album to promote this
time around, Joey
Mcintyre did write a few
new songs specifically for
the tour. The song for
which the tour was named,
"Wicked Awesome," was
actually ripped off of a
Saturday Night Live skit
which poked fun at the
band for there trite lyrics
and inability to dress
themselves at the peak of
their fame in the early 90s.
The chorus has the five
guys singing in unison
"Girl, you are wicked
awesome / whenever I put
on my own shirt I I think
of you girl. 'Cause Y-O-U
spells girl." But the high-
light of the song is
Donnie's return to the rap
world. He hits hard,
screaming "My name is
Donnie and I'm here to
say I They call me Donnie
'cause that's my name. /
An apple a day keeps the
doctor away. / Bananas are
good in every way."
The second big track
on for the tour is actually a
collaboration between
Jordan and close friend
Rob Van Winkle (a.k.a.
Vanilla lee). The song is
called Ice Age and it can
be found on The Surreal
Life Soundtrack. "We
actually met up at this
wicked pissah Surreal Life
reunion before they started
shooting season four,"
Knight explains. "You see,
lee had been on season
one and I was on season
three and it was this mad
emotional experience for
both, us. We had to like,
come to terms to getting
older. It's wicked hard to
get old when you're still
this good looking and tal-
ented too, so the two of us
just really felt each other's
pain."
The lyrics poignantly
express this pain in the
rap-ballad. It opens with
Joey softly singing in his
still-boyish tone "Lady,
you may have cellulite. I
But baby, that doesn't
mean I won't treat you
right. I You might be old
and droopy girl I But
tonight I'll rock your
droopy world." At that
point, a soft five part har-
mony sinks into the back-
ground and Vanilla Ice
lays down the rap. "So
what! I'm old I My girl is
too I But I'm still mad rich
I Mad richer than you. I
You know it's truth, like
you heard it from a sage. I
Cause I'm cool as the
mother [expletive] ice age.
I Word to your mother."
The Wicked Awesome
Tour opens up in the
band's home state of
Massachusetts at Cape
Cod Community College
and they will be hitting the
Connecticut circuit at
Milford High School on
April 13th.
"It's an early release
day, so we're playing
around 10. Whenever the
honors choir is done per-
forming," explains
WaWberg. Tickets are $6
at the door, $4 if you come
with a canned good for the
Milford High food drive.
"It's a wicked awesome
cause," said Danny. He
concluded "Word up."
BEFORE:Above is thecoverfor theNewKidson theBlock's1990 hit album "Hanin'Tough,"whichincludedsuch smashhit "TheRightStaff"
and "Hangin' Tough." .
AFtER:Here,Joey McIntyre, formerly known as "lit' Joe"posed with friend and co-headliner on the WickedAwesome TourRob VanWinkle,
kow more commonly as VanilfaIce.
the Supreme Chancellor's army has nearly destroyed the sky city familiar to
fans of the series, There is almost immediately a major lightsaber battle
where three Jedi are literally decapitated. George Lucas told me he expect-
ed the film to get at the very least, an "artful PG-13" in the vein of TItanic,
but would settle for an "R" if it was given to him. He said that the money
from the third movie means nothing if the film doesn't complete the trilogy.
His words were followed quickly by a bedroom scene with Padme
and Anakin Skywalker, where I assume that Natalie Portman shredded her
no-nudity contract, as she is seen topless. Perhaps this is the artful Titanic
reference Lucas mentioned. I'll leave most of the rest of the details out so
as not to spoil the fuo, but I can't help but gloss over some of the largest
movie revelations in cinematic history. Those of you who thought "Luke, I
am your father" was a big twist, wait 'til you hear this.
As I mentioned earlier, Lucas has quietly been developing Episode
VII. This is coofirmed at the end of the film when the screen reads "To be
continued ... May 21st, 2008". What is there to be continued you may ask?
For starters, let's take the fact that apparently the Jedi aren't all wiped
out. Not only that, but a couple hundred of them are forced into hiding on
a distant ice planet. They apparently must regain their strength over the
course of the next three films, as the Jedi temple that is home to the Force is
destroyed by ... Obi Wan Kenobi! That's right. It seems that Lucas has spent
five ftlms leading us in the wrong direction.
Throughout the course of the movie, Obi Wan becomes increasingly
jealous of Anakin Skywalker, who himself is being tempted by the Dark
Side. During his period of temptation, Skywalker orders the murder of
Padme and his twin children. The children are presumed dead, but of course
end up in the hands of caretakers. Padme is murdered in cold blood.
However, when Anakin resolves himself to fighting the good fight, Dark
Sidious/Chancellor Palpatine woos Kenobi instead.
The final battle of the film is between Anakin and Obi Wan. After a sure
to be crowd pleasing swordfight, Anakin knocks Kenobi into a pit of lava,
and Kenobi is resurrected as ... Darth Vader. Anakin goes into hiding on
Tatooine, and assumes the name Ben Kenobi in memory of his fallen and
disgraced master. The Alec Guinness character from the next three films
watches his son Luke grow up from afar, always too ashamed to reveal that
he had the boy's mother killed. These revelations do throw the next three
episodes into a spiral.
Fear not though, Lucas has a plan. He explains the "Luke, I am your
father" bit as Obi-Wan seeking revenge on the son of the man who turned
him into Darth Vader. After killing Skywalker (Alec Guinness), Kenobi con-
tinues on to try to destroy what is left of Skywalker's family, thus the
VaderlLuke Skywalker connection.
These revelations do indeed seem a bit far fetched, but the sheer
action of the film more than makes up for an element of disbelief.
Furthermore, Lucas assured me that Episode VIl, which he is tentatively
calling Resurrection of the Force, will feature the return of the hundreds of
hiding Jedi, as well as the return of the characters from Episodes IV-VI.
This is why Harrison Ford is hesitant to commit to another Indiana Jones
movie.
In the end, I would give the movie a full four stars. It stands next to only
The Empire Strikes Back as the best Star Wars movie. Moral of this story:
Spring Break rules! (And don't send this article to George Lucas or my
uncle will lose his job)
ment after Revenge of the Sith. At this point in the conversation I, Star
Wars geek that I am, had nearly wet my pants. The straw that broke the
horse's back fell from the sky when my uncle then asked me if I wanted to
fly out and screen Revenge of theSith with him. I was, of course, sworn to
secrecy, but George Lucas is far too busy to ever read The Voice. Long story
short, I was about to be one of the first to see the most anticipated sequel of
all time.
The whole trek from DC to Lucas Rancb took about II hours, but was
~ if
Sex, Lies, and Videotape: Star Wars Episode III is a Nerd's Fantasy Come True
lNrER-GALACTIC CORRESPONDENT
Spring Break has been a generally boring prospect for me these last three
years. While my friends are off at beaches or gallivanting about Europe, I've
spent the past three Spring Breaks sitting at home in DC as the weather teas-
es me with 55 degree weather - about 5-8 degrees too cold for shorts. This
year, however, brought me an opportunity so big that I probably would have
flown from any corner of the world to take advantage of it. One day, as I
was laying half-asleep on my couch watching reruns of Fresh Prince, my
uncle called my cell phone. Of course I jumped at the table where it was sit-
ting; any hope for a temporary break from boredom was inspiring.
Now I'm not particularly close to my uncle. He lives about 40 minutes
outside of San Francisco and has always told me that he works in the com-
puter graphics department for LucasArts. After exchanging formalities, my
uncle (who shall remain nameless at his request) told me that he had met
with George Lucas in person a few weeks ago and had pitched an idea for a
new type of computer generated imagery. He spared me the details, but told
me that Lucas was so excited about the new COl work my uncle had done
that he asked my uncle to come watch the final cut of Revenge of the Sith ..
It seems that Lucas is very quietly prepping the script for Episode VII, and
wants my uncle on as the special effects coordinator!
Not only has Lucas prontised that he would never do another Star Wars
movie, but he has often hinted at his immediate retireBig Surprises for
Episode III.
Spring Break has been a generally boring prospect for me these last
three years. While my friends are off at beaches or gallivanting about
Europe, I've spent the past three Spring Breaks sitring at home in DC as the
weather teases me with 55 degree weather - about 5-8 degrees too cold for
shorts. This year, however, brought me an opportunity so big that I proba-
bly would have flown from any corner of the world to take advantage of it.
One day, as I was laying half-asleep on my couch watching reruns of Fresh
Prince, my uncle called my cell phone. Of course I jumped at the table
where it was sitting; any hope for a temporary break from boredom was
inspiring.
Now I'm not particularly close to my uncle. He lives about 40 minutes
outside of San Francisco and has always told me that he works in the com-
I?uter graphics department for LucasArts. After exchanging formalities, my
uncle (who shall remain nameless at his request) told me that he had met
.with George Lucas in person a few weeks ago and had pitched an idea for a
new type of computer generated imagery. He spared me the details. but told
me that Lucas was so excited about the new cm work my uncle had done
that he asked my uncle to come watch the final cut of Revenge of tlze Sith.
It seems that Lucas is very quietly prepping the script for Episode VII, and
wants my uncle on as the special effects coordinator!
Not only has Lucas promised that he would never do another Star Wars
movie, but he has often hinted at his immediate retirement after Revenge of
the Sith. At this point in the conversation 1, Star Wars geek that I am, had
nearly wet my pants. The straw that broke the horse's back fell from the sky
when my uncle then asked me if I wanted to fly out and screen Revenge of
the Sith with him. 1 was, of course, sworn to secrecy, but George Lucas is
far too busy to ever read The Voice. Long story short, I was about to be one
of the first to see the most anticipated sequel of all time.
The whole trek from DC to Lucas Ranch took about II. hours, but was
worth every Jast painful second of waiting. When the Episode /II title crawl
read, "War! The Republic is crumbling ... " and John Williams' title sequence
blasted from every corner of the private theater I was in, my heart began to
race. The film opens with a space battle that is, without a shred of doubt,
the best space battle ever filmed. There are thousands of ships, millions of
lasers firing back and forth, and enough explosions to make Jerry
Bruckheimer salivate. The movie moves swiftly to planet Coruscant, where
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worth every last painful second of waiting. When the Episode /II title crawl
read, "War! The Republic is crumbling .. .' and John Williams' title sequence
blasted from every corner of the private theater I was in, my heart began to
race. The film opens with a space battle that is, without a shred of doubt,
the best space battle ever filmed. There are thousands of ships, ntillions of
lasers firing back and forth, and enough explosions to make Jerry
Bruckheimer salivate. The movie moves swiftly to planet Coruscant, where
the Supreme Chancellor's army has nearly destroyed the sky city fantiliar to
fans of the series. There is almost immediately a major lightsaber battle
where three Jedi are literally decapitated. Lucas told me he expected the
film to get at the very least, an "artful PG-13" in the vein of Titanic, but
would settle for an "R" if it was given to him. He said that the money from
the third movie means nothing if the film doesn't complete the trilogy.
His words were followed quickly by a bedroom scene with Padme
and Anakin Skywalker, where I assume that Natalie Portman shredded her
no-nudity contract, as she is seen topless. Perhaps this is the artful Tttanic
reference Lucas mentioned. I'll leave most of the rest of the details out so
as not to spoil the fun, but I can't help but gloss over some of the largest
movie revelations in cinematic history. Those of you who thought "Luke, I
am your father" was a big twist, wait 'til you hear this.
As I mentioned earlier, Lucas has quietly been developing Episode
VII. This is confirmed at the end of the film when the screen reads "To be
continued ... May 21st, 2008". What is there to be continued you may ask?
For starters, let's take the fact that apparently the Jedi aren't all wiped
out. Not only that, but a couple hundred of them are forced into hiding on
a distant ice planet. They apparently must regain their strength over the
course of the next three films, as the Jedi temple that is home to the Force is
destroyed by ... Obi Wan Kenobi! That's right. It seems that Lucas has spent
five films leading us in the wrong direction.
Throughout the course of the movie, Obi Wan becomes increasingly
jealous of Anakin Skywalker, who himself is being tempted by the Dark
Side. During his period of temptation, Skywalker orders the murder of
Padme and his twin children. The children are presumed dead, but of course
end up in the hands of caretakers. Padme is murdered in cold blood.
However, when Anakin resolves himself to fighting the good fight, Dark
Sidious/Chancellor Palpatine woos Kenobi instead.
The final battle of the film is between Anakin and Obi Wan. After a sure
to be crowd pleasing swordfight, Anakin knocks Kenobi into a pit of lava,
and Kenobi is resurrected as ... Darth Vader. Anakin goes into hiding on
Tatooine, and assumes the name Ben Kenobi in memory of his fallen and
disgraced master. The Alec Guinness character from the next three films
watches his son Luke grow up from afar, always too ashamed to reveal that
he had the boy's mother killed. These revelations do throw the next three
episodes into a spiral.
Fear not though, Lucas has a plan. He explains the "Luke, I am your
father" bit as Obi-Wan seeking revenge on the son of the man who turned
him into Darth Vader. After killing Skywalker (Alec Guinness), Kenobi con-
tinues on to try to destroy what is left of Skywalker's family, thus the
VaderlLuke Skywalker connection.
These revelations do indeed seem a bit far fetched, but the sheer
action of the film more than makes up for an element of disbelief.
Furthermore, Lucas assured ~e that Episode VII, which he is tentatively
'calling Resurrection of the Force, will feature the return of the hundreds of
hiding Jedi, as well as the return of the characters from Episodes IV-VI.
This is why Harrison Ford is hesitant to commit to another Indiana Jones
movie.
In the end, I would give the movie a full four stars. It stands next to only
The Empire Strikes Back as the best Star Wars movie. Moral of this story:
Spring Break rules! (And don't send this article to George Lucas or my
uncle will lose his job)
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT-
'Artlst Makes a Stink About Skunk's Rights
-r- BY PEPE LE PEu .
ScENTSATIONAL STAFFER their burrows.
The actual structures are giant
cardboard pillars covered in black
and white crepe paper. Unlike a typi-
cal elementary school art project
The logofor s..M. U.T. depicts a friendly skunk and the group slogan, "Fora better tomorrow."
though, The Doors have also been skunks. If humans did not invade
coated with a fragrance similar to that their land and build ... oh I don't
produced by a protective skunk. This know ... a college let's say purely
is the essence of Odore's statement. hypothetically of course, then the
=...I·U•• l...l·L•• L!·U•• l...l·L~.L!·U•• l...l·~.
weNI Top 20 SinglesI~ ----all
With the recent Success of
Christo and Jeanne-Claude's Gates
in Central Park, up-and-coming
ynvironmental advocate and artist
Mario Odore will be executing a
smular project this summer in the
Connecticut College Arboretum.
The piece entitled The Doors is
focusing on the world-wide mal-
rreatment of skunks.
Conn was selected as the home
of the project because of its interna-
tional status as a safe-haven for
skunks and squirrels. "In Italy,"
Odore explains, "skunks are an
endangered species. They are killed
for their glamorous pelts. It is rare
tat a young skunk survive more
than 'two years in my country
because they are most valuables in
their youth."
Odore's adoration for the reek-
ing rodents arose after a traumatic
experience as a child. He-reports that
as an infant he was left in a field by
his family after a Sunday picnic. By
night fall, ferocious dogs and rabid
raccoons surrounded him, quite lit-
erally foaming at the mouth. The sit-
uation looked grim. That is until a
brave skunk came to his rescue,
spraying and temporarily blinding
the blood thirsty beasts, allowing the
young boy to escape. "I have been
searching for a way, ever since then,
to.repay my debt to the skunk."
It appears The Doors may pro-
vide the perfect venue for Odore to
express his gratitude. The piece is
roughly a mile long, weaving in and
out of the trees in the arbo within
which many of the skunks make
FU·~L..l·~
•
·1. Leonard Nimoy - Ballad of Bilbo Baggins
12.William Shatner - Rocket Man
•
1
3.Arnold Schwarzenegger and The Weather
Girls - It's Raining Men
.4.Alyssa Milano - Best in the World
15. John Tesh - Sax All Night
·6. Bruce Willis - Respect Yourself
17. Pavarotti and The Spice Girls - Viva Forever
·8. Vanilla Ice - Ice Ice Baby
19. Corey Feldman's Truth Movement - De-
•Pressed
110.Meat Loaf - I Would Do Anything For Love
•
L
"You see, in America people
think that the skunks, they smell and
so they should be killed or avoided
or something. But it is really us who
creates the whole 'stink' about
skunks would not be forced to
makes their smell."
The Connecticut Lobby Against
Skunk Supporters (C.L.A.S.S.) has
been working against Odore's
organization Skunks Must Unit
Together (S.M.UT.) since he pre-
miered his first work in downtown
Hartford, a former skunk habitat
before it was settled as a whaling
community. The last exhibit was a
giant welded sculpture using old car
parts that portrayed a human spray-
ing a skunk with Channel no. 5. It
also contained a plaque inscribed
with "Which is worse?" The
poignant piece, entitled "Role
Reversal," was panned by critics and
dismantled within 48 hours.
"The removal of the piece was
purely politica!!" Odore claims.
"The controversial statement was
too much for ... some people. But
with the college behind it,
C.L.A.S.S. will have nothing to do
with my piece. With S.M.U.T. on
their side, the skunks will finally
have the confidence to make their
presence felt in New London and the
rest of the world."
Also, like The Gates, The Doors
is environmentally ftiendly. All the
materials are biodegradable. "We
had no trouble finding recycled
paper and cardboard," Odore
explains. "The problem was the
glue. Luckily, Elmer's is 100%
horse, so we assume that's
biodegradable."
The Doors will be on display in
the Connecticut College Arboretum
starting July 5th, which Odore calls,
"Skunk Independence Day," and
will be up as long as the community
can stand the smell.
11. Regis Philbin - Kiss to Build a Dream On
12. Olivia Newton-John - Physical
13. Huey Lewis & the New - Hip to be Square
14. Hanson-Mmmbop
15. Aqua - Barbie Girl
16. ABBA - Dancing Queen
17. Ashlee Simpson - Pieces of Me
18. Journey - Separate Worlds
19. The Moldy Peaches - Who's Got the Crack?
20. Ace of Base - The Sign
• • • • • •• • •
MOST OFUS*
think there is a
moderate to great risk in consuming 5+
drinks in one sitting* ...
... and we're right
Sponsored by the Peer Educators
; October 2003 Connecticut College CORE Survey
"", .'
63%
TALKDIRlY
To FoXY ROXIE
Foxy Roxie is a super-senior currently
living in Marshall. He is widely known as a
sex God on campus, and so it seemed only
appropiate for him to share his knowledge
with his fellow camels. He has been fea-
tured as a guest on !Dr. Phil! and /The
Oprah Winfrey Show! regarding gratitous
sex and drinking within the college popula-
tion. He is a Gender and Women Studies
major and plans to spend year abroad in
Paris; the most romantic place on Earth.
Dear Foxy:
I am an intemational male student pursuing a triple major in Economics,
Super-Tricky Economics, and Economics for Absolute Eggheads (also, I am
to be concentrating in Intensive International Relations and minoring in
Molecular BioChemPhysMatics). My conflict is that I am quite good look-
ing and many American girls (and boys) want to have sex with me. While I
have the awareness that most males in my shoes would jump in this situation
aM exploit it, I want to remain focused solely on my studies and have no dis-
tractions in order to maintain my 4.0 GPA and obtain a successful job on
Wall Street after graduation. What to do? Please advise.
- Hazed and Confused
Dear Hazed and Confused:
I'm not exactly sure what the conflict is here. While your academic
achievements are stellar (and, quite frankly, really scary), an American col-
lege education extends for beyond the classroom. Unless you incorporate
extra-curricular activities into your maniacal schedule very, very soon, 1 am
afraid you will die of eggheaditis before the semester is out. Assuming you
don't have a burning desire to WRITE FOR THE COLLEGE VOICE in your
limited free time, I suggest you sign up for that most beneficial of all u.s.
campus endeavors-safe, sketchy, mind-transforming sex! I hear that
Harkness-ices enjoy the most ass on campus, so grab a condom and some
water-based lube and head down ... err South ... to get in on the action. Those
sexy people on Wall Street require a high degree of experience on many dif-
ferent levels, and if you put as much effort into your sex life as you put into
your academics, I am confident that you will attain the positions you crave,
both in the bedroom and on your way up the corporate ladder.
Dear Foxy Roxie:
So I've been, like, hooking up with this guy for one month now if you• can term it "hooking up" because he passes out before we can even get to
Ilike first base. Every Thursday night, we go back to my room from Cro andtalk and cuddle a little (there is some PG-13 caressing), but then he likesticks his tongue in my mouth and falls asleep in my bed two seconds later.
Really, his only vice is that he drinks himself into this psycho-intoxicated
• state every weekend. Otherwise, he's like really cute and we both share a
passion for the Asiago Roast Beef sandwich at Panera Bread (only 54 grams
Iin carbs) and Desperate Housewives, plus he's a Virgo and I'm a Taurus sowe're like super-compatible astrologically. I really think this may be loveand, honestly, he makes me randier than, well, like a really, really like randy
person. How do I let him know that his behavior is frustrating me? I do so
• want to be with him sexually I (sigh!)
1 - In Like Desperate Need of NookieDear In Like Desperate Need of Nookie:
• Forgive me for being blunt, sugar pie, but I think that you are desperate-
IlY in need of new ass. It seems to me that your carb-conscious cutie firstneeds to go down to Counseling Services (since he CLEARLY will never evergo down on you) for a good spanking before he causes any more disap-
pointment to your leaping libido. While the stars may smile upon this paten-
• tial liaison, you are never going to get off anywhere unless you take matters
I
into your hands (obviously no pun intended). Ditch the drunk and find the
man who will treat you like the sex goddess you are---a nice, sober, big-foot-
ed Blackstone-ian. These guys may seem straight-edged but are really
baaaaad boys at heart. Oh; and did I mention that they can go for hours and
hours and hours ...•
I Dear Roxie:I'm Housefellow of a certain crappy dorm on campus (haha, I bet no one
• will ever guess ;"'ho I am, suckas!) going strong with a fellow Housefellow,
who is a girl. (oops, did I forget to mention thatI'm a guy? Well, I am a guy!)
Anyway, my BIG problem is, no not penis size (I am very well-endowed if I
do say so myself), but our common 2 AM curfew that is really ruining our
sex life. I mean, intercourse is cool and stuff, but what really, really does it
for me is the spooning afterwards .. .it just makes me feel all warm and fuzzy
inside! But, of course, we never get to do much of it since we have to go back
to our respective dorms at 2 AM to clean up puke and stop orgies. Help!
.J
,..,Devastated Donn Dick-tater
Dear Devastated Dorm Dick-tator:
While most normal males enjoy a good dose of spooning, may I suggest
the sensationally satisfying art of the quickie? Take advantage of those fif-
teen minute time slots between classes and get down and dirty in a variety of
campus locations: the third floor of Shain Library, the Admissions Office
basement (tough to gain access to, but so worth itl), or the COLLEGE
VOICE office (the editors will lend their office space to ANYONE in return
for a mediocre article). If you are as big as you claim to be, you won't have
any problems getting instantaneous hard-ons. However, should little Dicky
need some coaxing, I highly recommend slurping a Harris "Sexabi" shake
(they make them if you say "please") at least thirty minutes before scheduled
show time.
""----------------- "
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Someone handed me a picture and said
. "This is a picture of me when I was younger:'
Every picture of you was when you were younger.
"Here's a picture of me when I'm older."
Where'd you get that camera, man?
Mitch Hedberg
1968 .. 2005
We'll Miss You
00 cool for school? Too cool
to graduate in'May? Delusions
of grandeur?
Ben Morse sez "Please
be my friend!"
equestrian team: got glue?
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Conn Students Seek
Emotional Retribution
SPi(;1Al EDITOJUAL hA1\JRE
By Two ANONYMOUS SENIOR GIW
STAFF WRITERS
Dear Phoebe and Sassy,
I was in Cro late at night when I
came upon a group of boys. With
further observation, I realized they
were urinating in a trashcan. I don't
understand-why do boys do this
when there is a bathroom five feet
away?
-Freshman
Dear pissed-off,
Just like breaking windows, or
writing on dorm walls, peeing on
things is yet another exciting way to
prove their manhood. Because
drawing graphic pictures and
. destroying windows is obviously a
good test of how much testosterone
the guy has, clearly urination is the
ultimate way to mark one's territory.
You see, froshie, boys at this school
often have a lack of REAL man-
ood-say taking girls out to dinner,
calling them on the phone, or letting
them know how they feel.
Therefore, they resort to more ani-
malistic gestures, like peeing on
trash cans. There really isn't any-
thing we can do, except sit back and
shake our heads. Let them "mark
their territory," just make sure it isn't
you.
Dear Phoebe and Sassy,
I've recently hooked-up with a
girl a few times (mainly when alco-
ibol was involved ... ). She is really
~ice and I like hanging out with her,
~~~ I'm not sure we want the same
Ithi'!g. She now calls me and I get
jthe feeling that she wants to hang
out more than after the typical TNE
or when the Cro bar closes on
Saturday nights. How many times is
getting together normal before it is
not just a random hook-up?
-Senior
Dear Love It or Leave It,
It's not so much a number, as a
feeling... Do you find yourself
thinking of her during the day? Do
you go out looking for her at night?
When she calls you or asks you to do
l
something, do you get excited, or are
you just going through the motions?
Ask yourself these questions and
maybe you'll get a better feeling of
what you want. I suspect that if you
were concerned enough to write-in,
maybe you don't really want any-
thing more than a hook-up (and lets
be honest, second semester senior
year isn't exactly the ideal time to
settle down). Hooking-up is okay
too ... as long as you let her know
how you're feeling before she gets
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too involved (ahem, especially if
she's an underclassman).
Dear Phoebe and Sassy,
I recently received a text rnes-
.sage from this guy that I am friendly
with saying, yes, you guessed it, "let
me beat?" (I think we all know what
this means.) What is with this new
phrase? I am not the only one who
has noticed that this fad has taken
the campus by storm. It seems that
every guy is now using it and
frankly, I just don't get it. Is this a
new form of Conn college flattery or
am I right to be judgmental?
-Junior
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Dear Nat Feeling the Beat,
Women have for centuries been
asking men to be more direct with
what they're thinking. Turns out
now that they start telling us, it's not
exactly what we had hoped for. Isn't
there some sort of middle ground?
We also have been hearing this
phrase around, and have to admit,
find it somewhat amusing. And by
amusing, we mean funny that these
guys actually think that it would
work. They also seem to think that
people don't understand what it
means ... riiight. While we give
these cocky guys an A for honesty,
do they really think we're going to
say, "yea, sure, I'll let you beat"?
Remember: you're not a hand,
you're a human.
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Dear Phoebe and Sassy-
I am a Senior who has waited
three years to live down South, and I
finally do. I have also been waiting
for three years to have Senior park-
ing and not have to haul myself from
either the AC or North lot. What [
did not realize when moving down
South, however, is that you can't
have both: if you live South, you
must give up your Seniur parking to
lazy underclassmen and if you live
North, you have parking but you
have to live up North (enough said).
My problem, however, is that I
moved with my best friend, a Junior,
who often parks outside my dorm.
Should I let this une slide, or if 1
should say something, how should I
do it?
Look Around.
See aCCthose freshmen?
•
:
•63% of them will
NOTuse drugs
•••·••••••
Dear Puzzled Parker-
Both of us agree that action
needs to be taken. Knowing Seniors
who also live down south, we know
they feel the need to protect their
spots as well. Tell your friend if he
wants to park in Senior spots, he's
going to have to deal. .. you also may
want to take a slightly nicer
approach and offer to drive him ur
her down.
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By EUZAIlIITH GREENMAN
AssocIATE NEWS EDITOR
...Every two seconds. someone in
the United States needs blood, yet
only 5% of the eligible US popula-
ti~n donates annually. Healthy
donors are the only source of blood
for transfusions as there is no med-
ically discovered substitute. The Red
Cross Blood Drive, sponsored multi-
ple times annually by the Board of
Governors, will occur again on cam-
pus this semester on Tuesday April
12th and Wednesday April 13th
from 12pm-5: 15pm in the 1962
room in Cro. .
The current need for blood is
particularly dire, especially the 0 -
Negative blood type. O-Negative is
considered the "universal donor,"
because trauma patients in need of a
blood transfusion whose blood types
are undetermined can receive 0-
AJonerlcan
RedCross
Together, we con save Q life
Spring Dance Show
Draws Large Crowds
BY DERYL PACE
Each of the three Dance Club
performances last weekend was sold
out to an excited and enthused audi-
ence. This year's show, entitled
/Picking up the Pieces/ contained
eleven pieces choreographed and
performed by Connecticut College
Studenrs. The proceeds of the show
went to Doctors Without Borders, an
organization aimed at providing aid
to victims of human rights viola-
tions. The Dance Club hoped that
their efforts would playa small role
in the quest to bring peace to Darfur,
Sudan.
A number of pieces in the show
were inspired by current events in
the Darfur region. Junior Katie
Egan's piece, /A Nation Dissolved
(uncensored)/ depicted the many
violent deaths of women in the
region due to rape. A powerful
ilpage was created as the dancers
~ere "killed" one by one and a pile
PHOTO EDITOR
of numerous bodies formed on the
stage.
Other popular pieces in the show
were Senior dance major Sarah
Fleet's piece entitled ITo be contin-
ued, . ./ which was performed en
pointe. Junior Kelsey Comstock's
upbeat hip-hop piece was entitled
/ANTithesis of ANTS/. /Unseen
Enemy/, choreographed by
Freshmen Zenas Hutcheson broke
out of the box with its creative sound
effects and an appearance by guest
dancer, visiting Dance Professor
David Dorfman. Duo Taiji Iwase,
class of 2007, and Junior Everett
Phillips also performed a piece enti-
tled /Product! which incorporated
challenging and innovative tech-
niques.
Overall this year's Dance Club
show was a huge success, leaving its
audiences satisfied and inspired by
the performers' creativity.
an you draw better than
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Negative until their blood type has
been determined. The March 30th
BLOODWatch issued by the
American Cross explained that hav-
ing a "safe and sufficient blood sup-
ply" necessitates having 45 pints,
which is three days worth of blood,
available on the shelves. As of the
date when publication was issued,
there were only 14 pints available at
the local blood center III
Farmington. Ieremy Moore 'OS,
Smith House Governor, said "the
blood drive is a wonderful opportu-
nity for the Connecticut College
community to show their support of
the Red Cross in helping them save
lives." As always, volunteers and
donors are needed and appreciated at
the Connecticut College blood drive.
The entire blood donating process
usually takes about an hour and the
actual blood donation only last for 7
- 10 minutes, Those interested are
encouraged to see their House
Governor for more information or to
contact Felicity Melillo in Student
Life at fjmel@conncoll.edu to make
an appointment.
STAFF WRlTER
Judy Shepard, mother of
Matthew Shepard, addressed a full
house in Palmer Auditorium on
Wednesday April 6th. Matthew was
murdered in 1998 in a violent act
considered a hate crime against his
homosexuality. The Coalition for
the Prevention of Hate Crimes spon-
sored her appearance. The seats
were filled with an array of students,
community members, and faculty.
Shepard's talk started with a
brief. emotional video relaying the
story of her son, Marthew Shepard
and lames Byrd Jr. who was also
was murdered in a violent racist hate
crime.
Shepard came on stage and
immediately lightened the mood
with a humorous joke. She then read
her Victim Impact Statement, which
she read on the sentencing day of
her Matthew's killers over six years
ago.
Sophomore Vickie Curtis said
"It was definitely the most moving
part of the speech. She did a really
judyShepard spoke in PabneronApri/ 6 (1I'eb)
good job of painting the picture of
what it must have been like on April
6, 1999."
•
When the faculty initially voted on this maner,
faculty attendance at the meeting was low. Only
eighty-five members of the faculty were present.
The vote was forty-eight to thirty-seven. Due to
the poor attendance of the faculty at these meet-
ings, their knowledge of this issue is lacking.
The SGA has commenced a publicity cam-
paign to inform the faculty members of the peti-
tion's success and the immediacy of the issues at
hand. "On behalf of the SGA, we'd like to thank
all the students that took the time to sign the peti-
tion," said Chair of Academic Affairs, Erika
Berlinghof.
STAFF WRITER
- ,
The statement is intended 't'Oj
'"convey the personal sorrow that snel~')
has endured as a result of her sO~rs 1
brutal murder. Her passiona,!; [
speech telling us to "come out," talk
about differences, eliminate hate,
and advance the civil liberties of
humankind was inspirational and
moving. She concluded with a ques-
tion and answer session.
The lecture was followed by a
well-deserved and resounding
standing ovation from the crowd. No
one could deny that she is a remark-
able woman and mother.
Those who attended the event
agreed that Shepard was one of the
most powerful and moving speakers
to have appeared at Conn in recent
years. Shepard's compelling mes-
sage is one that all students should
have a chance to hear.
"She was clearly not a public
speaker, and carne off as just a moth-
er trying to spread awareness," said
one sophomore.
1100 Sign SGAPetition to Protect Friday Common Hour
This past week SGA circulated a petition
among the student body against the faculty's deci-
sion to alter the course schedule and cornmon
hour. Overall, the petition collected llOO signa-
tures. The enormity of the student response has
enabled discussion with the faculty upon this mat-
ter to reopen. This discussion has taken place
between several students and deans; however, it
has not been brought to the Faculty Senate's-floor
yet.
A committee of SGA members has scheduled
a follow-up meeting on this matter with the
Academic Deans for Friday on the eighth of
April. SGA member Evan Piekara maintains a
hopeful outlook on the matter saying, "the
Academic Deans are recognizing the student
mandate put forth and the ensuing urgency of the
petitions." Piekara further said "We'd really like
to urge students to ask their professors for their
opinions on the issues at hand. We, the students,
have a fifteen to one ratio over the faculty; it's
important that we make our feelings about these
issues known to them."
WCNITransfers Control to Trustees and SGA
By Ross MORIN
GENERAl MANAGER OF WOO
A message from Ross Morin '05,
co-General Manager of WCNJ:
For more than 30 years, WCNJ
has provided Connecticut College
and the surrounding communities
with something that has become
increasingly rare in our society, and
even on college campuses - non-
commercial, independent, locally-
produced, community radio. Listen
to 90.9 FM for a week and you'll
hear progranuning that represents
the diversity and uniqueness of cul-
tures within the college and the New
London community. For example,
during our weekly schedule this
semester, you can hear a wide vari-
ety of indie, dance, bluegrass, punk,
polka, electronica, spoken word,
blues, jazz, world, rock, hip hop, and
endless combinations that you rarely
have access to anywhere else.
Mainstream radio and media giants
like MTV and Clear Channel have
always looked to college radio sta-
tions like WCNJ to find the next big
thing. Bands like Modest Mouse,
and Franz Ferdinand - now house-
hold names - were charting high at
WCNJ long before your younger
siblings came home wearing their t-
shirts.
As a freshman, I was immediate-
ly intrigued by the idea of a col-
lege/community radio station on
campus, but was wary that it might
be playing the sarne old top 40 crap
I was forced to hear when I turned
on the radio in my car or at the local
Applebee's. The second I stepped
into the station and met one of the
deejays, I knew that I didn't have to
worry. Never had I met such an
eccentric and exciting group of peo-
ple - and the programming reflected
BY DERYL PACE
it perfectly! Every three hours the
programming changed to a type of
music I had never even heard of
before (who knew that Celtic-blue-
grass-rock-gospel bands existed?).
Furthermore, the deejays were so
engaging when they talked about
their favorite albums that I would sit
and listen and actually take notes on
the bands I was learning about.
Here ~ere students, community dee-
jays and listeners participating in
democracy on the airwaves - every-
body was there for the same reason:
for the love of music!
I encourage students who love
listening to or creating music to par-
ticipate in WCNJ. You can be a DI or
just a listener. I also hope that in
years to come WCNl can make its
presence even greater at Conn by
working with organizations such as
the College Voice, MOB ROC and
SAC to increase and diversify the
music community on campus.
Although I've been paying a
good chunk of change for my class-
room education at Conn, WCNJ has
proven over and over again to be the
most important part of my college
experience. I've worked and DJ'ed
with some of the most influential,
intelligent and passionate people I
will ever meet in my life. I've gained
real world experience running a
radio studio. I've interacted with the
FCC, the state of CT, the ms, and
the administration of Connecticut
College. I've helped fundraise, pro- .
mote new music, local bands and
businesses; and with my best friend
and partner General Manager, lana
Savanapridi '00, I've 'worked to
make sure that others will have the
opportunity for a similar learning
experience for years to come.
Today WCNJ is going through a
transition that will not only keep the
programming eccentric, diverse and
Look Around.
locally produced, it will also help
stabilize the station and provide a
solid foundation that will ensure its
survival. As it has always been, the
station will depend on the continued
goodwill and donations of listeners
who have supported the station year
after year so that it may continue to
broadcast the_best music in south-
eastern Connecticut. It's more
important than ever to support the
station, and I encourage everyone to
make a donation during the annual
marathon April II to 24.
As for the transition,
Connecticut College and WCNJ's
Board of Directors are proposing to
the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) that ownership
of the station and the broadcast
license be transferred to a new cor-
poration controlled by the college.
The proposed new structure will put
important administrative and finan-
cial oversight controls in places that
have been lacking in the past. The
WCNJ Board of Directors, the col-
lege's Board of Trustees and the
Student Government Association of
the college have all endorsed the
proposed changes.
It's become painfully obvious to
all of us involved with running the
station, that the current format - in
which students serve as the Board of
Directors of an independent corpo-
ration with which the college has no.
connection is undesirable,
ambiguous and puts the station at
risk. It leaves students (like my
friends and me who currently volun-
teer on the Board) with the responsi-
bilities of corporate board member-
ship and is simply unacceptable.
In the new proposal, a non-stock,
non-profit corporation called
Connecticut College Community
Radio (CCCR) would be established
and would be governed by a Board
See aCCthose freshmen?
of Directors comprising five college
employees. The directors will ensure
strong oversight of WCN!'s opera-
tions and finances, and full compli-
ance with all state and federal regu- I
lations. This new structure will
relieve students of legal responsibil-
ities while allowing them to contin-
ue to gain the educational experi-
ence that comes with participating in
running a radio station. A student
broadcasting club will continue to
be responsible for the station's day-
to-day operations and programming,
and the current practice of allowing
community members to join the stu-
dent organization - and serve as DIs
and volunteers - will be continued
and encouraged.
The most important thing to
understand is that as long as students
and the community continue to sup-
port the station, WCNJ will maintain
the same eclectic (dare I say down-
right "strange" at points) program-
ming mix our listeners have enjoyed
for years. The college will continue
to donate space and utilities to the
station - as well as provide manage-
rial and financial oversight - but the
day-to-day operations will continue
to be run by students and communi-I
ty volunteers.
When I graduate this May, I'll
know that WCNJ is in good hands,
and has a strong, stable future of
continuing to produce the same
great selection of diverse, alternative
and locally-produced prograrnnting.
Again, I encourage everyone to par-
ticipate - even as just a listener-
that WCNI will continue to lie
devoted to broadcasting the best
stuff for the same reason it has for
the past three decades - for the love
of music.
..
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Camel Dome Preparations Begin
!!. contmued from page 10
cbants of "19----88" began to echo offth fe ra ters of the
field house. Over zealous Conn fans J d D d ... • e e erick '07,
Connor Donohue 07, Zach Manditch P t '06.' -roas andan
UIlldentified freshman started the cheer hi h k. ,W Ic provo ed
a screammg match with UConn star Ch I' V'IIar ie 1 anueva
'01. The (now former) Husky forward mad .
Jj e menacing
b~d gestures towards the foursome, yet backed off
q'l'pkJy. When pressed for corrunent on the confronta-
tt@, Villanueva noted "Those guys were idiots. Besides
I'\1', too pretty to fight." '
,lhough fisticuffs seemed inevitable, the game came
tqJl close without major incident. Jahkeen Washington
continued from page 10'07 iced the game for the camels by making 5 of 6 free
throws in the final two minutes. Washington finished
with a team high 21 points, along with 8 assists. The real
winner, however, was the New London community
which was graceful enough to host such a wonderful
event. The people of New London, along with the Conn
College athletic departtnent should be thanked for the
time and effort put forth in setting up (and cleaning up
after) this astounding display of collegiate enthusiasm.
No player, coach, member of the press or fan present that
day will soon forget the truly remarkable upset pulled
off by a determined Camel team.
Sauna's, steam baths and of course a
beauty salon fully equipped with
waxing, manicure and pedicure
facilities (these of course are a spe-
cial request from the Swimming,
Water polo and Lacrosse teams.)
The Men's hockey team's request
for private strippers was unfortu-
nately dismissed; reason for this is
still unclear. Finally, the new stadi-
um will hold massive training
rooms, equipped with new trainers.
Dolly Field - Rest in Peace.
The architectural design of the
stadium is somewhat of a symbolic
structure and was designed by
Connecticut College alumni; it will
be in the sbape of a Camel's hump.
The hump which will act as
retractable roof (brilliant) can close
in 31 minutes. The slogan above the
entrance of the stadium will state
"Terra Bestia" which is Latin for
"Land of the Camel Beast". This
should not overstate the giant
Norman Fainstein statue wbich will
replace the awful sculpture on the
round-about at the entrance to the
Camel Dome - ironically designed
by the same alum. Beware, the
Camels are in town and they are a
feisty little bugger. gmrrrr.
Facebook Mania Causes Breaks Down
continued from page 1
A member's "personal informa-
tion," a fundamental feature of a
profile, includes an eclectic range of
self-searching categories, such as
Favorite Music, where members can
post hundreds to thousands of their
favorite artists. Profiles also feature
a "wall" where fellow facebook
members can post messages to their
friends (popular shout-outs include
"you're my #1 ho, you're one sexy
mama and your mom"). The feature
most attributed as the source of face-
book backlash is, however, a mem-
ber's friend list. This list can be
added to at any time, and hopefully
as frequently as possibly.
For Smith, the pressure of main-
taining a facebook profile that
showed her peers just how cool she
was proved to be too much. And
Jordan isn't alone.
"Face book Related Nervous
Breakdown is a significant emerging
trend among American college stu-
dents," stated prominent psychiatrist
Dr. B.F. Skinner. "I've diagnosed
hundreds of cases in the past seven
months and expect to diagnose
dozens more before the end of this
school year. The facebook pressures
students to craft and maintain an
image that is virtually unattainable.
Facebook Related Anxiety is a fasci-
nating trademark of Generation X
and it's certainly making some
waves in the medical community."
Smith was released from
Lawrence Memorial Hospital this
past Tuesday. Although she is at the
beginning of a long process of
recovery, she agreed to an interview
with The Voice yesterday.
"It's still just very difficult for
me to talk about," Smith confessed
in a quivering voice. "Hold on, I
on the night of Friday April lst, after
she spent over 15 consecutive hours
searching the facebook. .
"I couldn't pull myself away
from my computer," Smith
. explained. "It was as though I was in
a trance, I had completely lost con-
trol - I had to look at every possible
profile I could find. I would look at
the picture, see how many friends
the person had, and find another pro-
file to look at. I just couldn't believe
how many people seemed so popular
and cool. I hardly remember any-
thing that happened after that, I'm
pretty sure I blacked out. When I
woke up, I was in the hospital and
my parents were by my side. There-
were bruises on my hand, which I
found out later were from where I'd,.
hit my laptop and the walls of 101'
room. I didn't know what had hap-
pened. It was the most frightening
experience of my life."
With the help of her friends,
family and a team of psychiatrists,
Dr. Skinner is confident that Smith
will recover in a matter of months.
"This is a very traumatic thing to go
through. Its very important that
Jordan's loved ones are there for her,
because she has a difficult road
ahead. The facebook is still around
and as popular as before, and Jordan
has expressed that she does not want
to give it up. There's nothing we can
or really should do to stop her."
The College granted Smith a
one-month leave of absence to
restore her psychiatric health. Smith
has expressed an optimistic outlook
to recovery. HI just hope that this lit-
tle psychiatric incident won't deter
people from being my friend on the
facebook."
need a minute ...okay. I guess I heard
about thefacebook in the beginning
of October when it first hit
Connecticut College. There was a
huge buzz around it and every one
was asking all the people they knew
on campus, and from home, or real-
ly anywhere, if they were on it. I cut
probably six of my classes that first
week because I wanted time to
brainstorm all of the people I'd ever
met and then search their names on
facebook - I didn't want to miss
anyone."
"At first I thought I was doing
well, you know, that I had a lot of
'friends.' But then I started checking
out my friends' profiles, and the
friends of my friends, and I saw that
all these people had hundreds or
even thousands of friends. I started
to feel like I didn't have enough
friends. It was devastating"
Not having enough "friends"
was Smith's most significant prob-
lem, but not her only one.
"I never felt confident about my
profile picture. I just sawall of these
girls that looked so beautiful, and
like they were having such a good
time. You know, you could tell from
their pictures that they went out a
lot, that boys wanted them and girls
wanted to be them. I had my friends
take new pictures of me every day, at
least once, usually five or six times.
I felt like there was always some-
thing wrong with the picture, you
know, unflattering angle or lighting,
I looked fat, not enough alcohol in
the background. We used to make a
night out of it, we'd watch Sex and
the City and take new facebook pic-
tures for my profile. I didn't think
there was anything wrong."
Smith's search for the face-book
perfect image came to shattering halt
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SPORTS
HockeyTeam Mens Basketball Stuns UConn In Media Exhibition Game
RepairsThe
Plex
8'1 HIDBKI IRABU
SPORTS EDITOR
The typical Saturday night expe-
rience is, for most students, charac-
terized by chaos and (sometimes)
destruction. One varsity sports team
at Conn has, however, taken strides
towards using their late nights con-
structively ...in more ways than one.
The men's hockey team, without any
direction from the administration or
the coaching staff, began a program
to beautify the dorms. Witnesses
have informed The Voice that nearly
the entire men's hockey program
took part in improving the aesthetics
of the much-battered Plex. Efforts
have reportedly included repair of
holes in the thin New Plex walls,
replacement of broken or missing
ceiling tiles on Main Street, and the
sweeping up and removal of broken
glass bottles.
While the project may have aris-
en out of divine inspiration, partici-
pants tell a much different story. "We
had been partying since the last
lacrosse game! I'm not so sure when
that was 111 noted a team member who
wished to remain anonymous. A
non-participant confirmed the influ-
ence of alcohol on the activity. The
scene was described as
"Furious ... the players were laugh-
ing, screaming and tripping allover
the place. Somebody vomited. It was
lucky that a few of his buddies were
right there with a mop, soap and air
freshener .. .I'd never seen anything
like iCI
The results of this drunken fix-
fest were maximized by division of
labor. The larger defensemen set
about replacing the ceiling tiles on
Main Street; their size and balance
made this an ideal task. The for-
wards, bei ng lower to the ground and
generally quicker, made easy work
of glass cleanup. This breakdown
sped up the task remarkably. Though
few details are available at this time,
reports indicate that the cleaning
spree lasted only two hours, from
roughly I :00AM-3:00AM last
Sunday morning.
Perhaps the most incredible
aspect of this showcase of spirit is
the timing. This rag-tag unit of varsi-
ty athletes assembled itself long after
the hockey season has ended. The
seniors among this crowd have fin-
ished their on-ice tenure in a Conn
College uniform. Even the under-
classmen are smack in the middle of
their off-season. Many around cam-
pus have been awed by this show of
unity and unfathomable school spirit.
When asked why the team all came
together, sacrificing a Saturday
night, for such an unheard of cause,
one player remarked, llWe've been
doing this like this for years.
Everybody knows about the unity of
the hockey team, it's just that nobody
has noticed any of our projects
before. I think our good natured
spontaneity would really surprise
people."
Indeed, this serendipitous late
night effort has shocked and
impressed the Conn College commu-
ruty. The College Voice took a poll,
sampling 200 students (50 from each
class) to assess whether this small.
job might inspire greater awareness
and respect for the residential envi-
ronment. Over 78% of students sam-
pled, after being told about this cus-
todial effort, pledged to clean up
their own dorms next Saturday night.
Athletic Director Fran Shields noted
llWe've known for a long time that
the men's hockey team has trendset-
ting ability. It's great to see that their
actions sparking a greater interest in
service projects around campus. We
can all learn from them."
By HIDBKI lRABU
SPORTS EDITOR
While most Conn College stu-
dents spent their spring break relax-
ing at home or partying at exotic
spots, the men's basketball team
provided the college with perhaps
the greatest moment in the history of
its athletic program. On March 23,
the team did battle with the mighty
UConn Huskies in an annual exhibi-
tion, winning 68-64. The nationally
ranked Division I Huskies fell to a
motivated Conn College squad.
UConn, tired and frustrated by their
early NCAA touruament loss played
poorly, shooting only 25% from the
floor. Charles Stone '07 noted "This
has been the greatest day of my life!
It's been remarkable how this team
has been able to come together for
this win .. .I don't think anyone here
will soon forget this game. II
Few are aware of this bizarre tra-
dition between the Division III
Camels and their Division I rivals.
The media fun day and game were
first organized by a joint effort from
the Parks and Recreation
Departments of both New London
and Storrs, Connecticut. The game
was originally meant to promote
youth basketball and send a positive
message about the merits of hard
work and dedication to school chil-
dren across Connecticut. The date of
the game varies every year, as it is
traditionally played 3 days after
UConn's exit from the NCAA
Division ITournament. The Huskies
have traditionally given only a half-
hearted effort to the game, and have
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In only their first year back after
being banned from the campus com-
munity, the Conn men's rugby team
has completed a dream season, win-
ning the National Collegiate Club
Rugby Championship, also known
as the NCCRC. The team, com-
prised of individuals of all grades
from the campus community, com-
bined skill and heart to squeeze out a
narrow victory against Washington
& Lee University.
This time last year, men's rugby
at Conn was a mere memory. The
previous team had been abolished
for various reasons-some say alco-
hol-the fields were re-painted for
other sports, and goalposts were tom
town. Earlier in the year, however, a
movement began to resurrect a Conn
tradition that had been nearly forgot-
ten. To get his team together, organ-
izer Gerald Wols knew that serious
training would be essential if his
team was 10 make an impact in
match-play.
Fortunately, Wols hails from
South Africa, a country renowned
for its skill in the sport, and home of
the global powerhouse Springboks.
The Springboks, named for a small,
quick deer native to South Africa,
annually compete against such
teams as Australia, New Zealand,
and England. If anyone could turn
this Conn group into a team of men,
this was the team to do it. The first
leg of the team's journey to glory
was a training trip, where they
learned the game from its profes-
sionals. After being put through
training camp, where they were tor-
men ted physically on their way to
learning how to play like a
Springbok, the team returned to the
states ready for competition. As a
parting gift, the South African team
suited Conn with everything they
needed for competition, a useful gift
considering the team had no match-
ing uniforms or cleats, and was
already widely considered the
"Little Giants" of Collegiate Club
The Conn men's basketball team put on a clinic for the over-hyped superstars from Storrs, who were humbled by the Camels. (Archive)
usually been able to coast to easy.
wins. Stars such as Richard
Hamilton, Ray Allen, Jake Voskuhl
and Khalid EI-Arnin have all show-
The newly founded Connecticut College rugby team has shocked the world with its daring,
pysica/ play, its muscles glistening in the sun, and its remarkable team spirit. (FilePhoto)
Rugby by many of the other teams.
The competition was in for a sur-
prise, however, when they began to
see Conn breezing through their
games.
With Wols at the helm, but
unable to compete because of a mys-
terious and unexplained leg injury
suffered during the fall, the team
found itself in the championship
match, with visions of victory in
their heads. First, however, they had
to silence Washington & Lee
University, a team from the south
that had had an established club for
quite some time.
The club did all sorts of team-
building activities, had emerged
from the season with only one loss
and promised to be the Jr:
Springboks' toughest opponent this
year. Early in the game, Conn fell
behind by two tries, but remained
undaunted. Just before the half, they
rallied to draw within 3 points of
W &L. but were unable to surge in
front before time expired. During
halftime, Wols mspired the troops,
renundmg them of what it meant to
be a Springbok, along with many
other words of wisdom and encour-
agement. Conn emerged fired up,
and from that point on, never looked
back. When the-final whistle blew,
Washington & Lee players hung
their heads in disbelief, unsure of
how they had been beaten by a team
that didn't even exist earlier in the
year. Conn rejoiced, and returned to
New London with the NCCRC tro-
phy in hand.
Awaiting the Jr. Springbok's was
a celebration the likes of which New
London had never before seen.
There were hordes of people pack-
ing Banks Street for the city's first
ticker tape parade. When night fell
there were fireworks. All who
attended agreed that the celebration
rivaled the Conn favorite of Aoralia.
The Springbok's knew, however,
that they had work ahead of them '.
What is in store for the team 10
years to come? With many returning
players, most of whom now under-
stand at least some of the rules, and
are learning to pass and kick bet~er,
the future looks bright. Barnng
another injury, Wols will be back f~~
the 2006 season, and the team WI
. . theonce again be looking to rarse
NCCRC Cup.
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Connecticut College has taken
the necessary steps to ensure that it
remains one of the powerhouses in
the NESCAC. After many season of
finishing in the lower half of the
standings, the Board of Trustees
thought it necessary to build a new
sports stadium 10 ensure that the
quality of recruittnent will be of a
higher standard in the future. Not
that the recruitment hasn't been of
high standard; the stadium would
just add an extra, attractive feature
to our sporting assets. With the
approval of the new stadium
Connecticut College has sent a
clear message to its competitors -
put up or shut up.
The new stadium, which will be
called the Camel Dome, and is ded-
icated to our beloved outgoing pres-
ident Norman Fainstein, will be fin-
ished in the summer and ready for
competitive varsity activity in the
fall of 2005. The capacity of the
Camel Dome will be close to
100,000, making it the largest
sports stadium on the east coast.
The total cost of the Dome is $100
million. This has halved our endow-
ment. Members of the College
community are skeptical of the
decision and fears of a renewed
financial crisis are looming on the
horizon. The dome is not designed
to host Soccer matches, field hock-
ey or even track and field; the field
will be exclusively used by the
Connecticut College Football team
- the team has been established
during this past Spring semester
(Conn's best kept secret). The out-
side track will be used by the for-
mer Equestrian Team (who
amongst two other Club teams has
their own website). The equestrian
team has changed their name and
sport and will no longer ride horses.
Rather, the team will saddle up on
Camels. They will be the only
Camel racing team in the United
States. Bravo. The outer track of the
stadium will be lined with sand, not
match, was composed of 20 minute
halves. First half action was fast
paced and fun, with little defense.
UConn lead 38-26 at the break, on
the back of Rudy Gay, '08 who
dumped in 15. Gay and Conn's
Zarette Rogers '07 both rocked the
crowd early with monster dunks.
While the first half was pocked with
spectacular highlights, the second
half was punctuated by a sharp tran-
sition into gritty defensive mode.
This change was provoked by
UConn's Josh Boone '07 fouling
Rogers hard as he drove to the hoop
less than a minute into the half.
Rogers had to come out of the game,
though he suffered no major injury
on the play.
Motivated by this bullying, the
Conn frontcourt led by Stone and
Gabe Bluestone 'OS threw around
the shocked UConn players. The
defensive effort carried to the back-
court as well, which out-hustled the
UConn guards and forced a dismal
2-20 second half shooting perform-
ance. When pressed about his team's
second half draught, UConn head
coach Jim Calhoun lashed out,
screaming "This game doesn't count
anyway! My boys just finished a
grueling season ... We care about the
Big East, not the NESCAC ... and
what kind of a mascot is the camel,
anyway]?"
This venomous sentiment
spewed forth by Calhoun was
equaled, if not overshadowed by
some of the fan behavior in the sec-
ond half. As the game tightened up,
just any sand I might add, but only
the best Saharan sand. "It is a great
opportunity to show that we are not
only good at riding horses but to
prove that we can ride anything,
even Camels. We would like to
thank President Feinstein for this
opportunity to excel in the riding
discipline." (Taken from the official
club website.)
The sand will be imported from
the West Sahara dessert in Africa;
this was a special request from our
beloved President Feinstein, who
lamented IIIbel ieve that our Camels
deserve the best facilities in the
land, only great facilities will guar-
antee great results on the Camel
track". Research has proven that the
soft sand is vital to the performance
of the Camels in their respected
races. The sand will make the
Camels feel at home and therefore
they will be happy; this in tum will
result in better results on the track.
It is also rumored that the minerals
and vitamins found in the Sahara
dessert sand is vitally important for
the well being of the Camel.
The new stadium will be located
right on the waterfront over looking
the USS Nautilus, and will displace
the Soccer Clubs much Joved Dolly
Field. This has caused outrage
amongst the Soccer clubs hierarchy
and a petition is in the process of
being passed around the College
Community. Experts believe that
this petition will not have much
effect on the outcome of the stadi-
um as the plans have already been
approved by the trustees, "the deal
is as good as done, but we will
never give up hope and we must
never stop fighting against the evil
administration" said a Soccer Club
spokesman Sunday night.
The stadium will not only be a
football and Camel racing stadium
but rather a new sports complex. It
will host an impressive gym, which
will be for varsity use only, chang-
ing rooms (home and away), a well-
ness center which will consist of
.continued on page 9
cased remarkable talent at media Conn shocked the nation with a 97-
bonanza, dazzling the fans at Luce 93 overtime win in the inaugural
Field House. Only once had the contest played in 1988.
Camels upset the Huskies before; The game, like a regular NCAA continued on page 9
From Rags To Riches: Men's Rugby Dome Construction Set
CaInelScoreboard
Everybody Wins! Women's Basketball: 10-132/5, Bowdoin, 48-92 L
2'/10,Quahog High School, 55-43 W
2/12, Wesleyan~~39-64L
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